Early
Childhood
Play

Our beginnings are
rooted in early
childhood development

F

or more than 40 years, Landscape Structures
has been committed to creating developmentally appropriate
inclusive play experiences. Our original structures were
designed in partnership with the early childhood development
center at Iowa State University.

Since then, we have collaborated with many organizations
such as the National Head Start Association and Too Small
to Fail to create a range of developmentally appropriate
activities for several of the Smart Play® playstructures,
including literacy prompts designed to engage children
and adults in language-rich conversations.
We have also designed and installed thousands of play
spaces incorporating developmental standards put forth
by the National Association for the Education of Young
Children (NAEYC) as well as safety standards defined by
the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and
the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).
The National Association for the Education of Young Children
offers some great tips on how to enhance development at your
early childhood center, daycare or preschool. Visit NAEYC.org for
more information.
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Shaped by Play
C

hildren’s early experiences and the settings they inhabit play a powerful role in
shaping the adults they will become. Research suggests that playgrounds, aside from
simply being a source of fun, can contribute to the development of critical skills that will
eventually help children become healthy and effective thinkers, leaders and collaborators.
It is important to design playgrounds that can support the health and development of the
whole child—their physical health, as well as the emerging social and cognitive skills that
they will need to practice, refine and take with them into the world of successful adulthood.

“Play provides an opportunity for
children to practice skills they will
need to become creative, innovative
adults.” – Julie Vaisarova, B.A., Ph.D.
student, “Shaped by Play: The Formative
Role of Play and Playgrounds.”
I nstitute of Child Development,
University of Minnesota.

“Research suggests that playgrounds may
provide a context in which children can practice
key social, cognitive and physical skills.” – Julie
Vaisarova, B.A., Ph.D. student, “Shaped by Play:
The Formative Role of Play and Playgrounds.”
Institute of Child Development, University of Minnesota.
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The building blocks
of play
A

s children develop more social skills, play evolves from parallel play to cooperative
play. It’s an ideal time to encourage their creative minds and imagination while building
their cognitive skills. Fundamental motor skills will develop naturally during unscripted
play on playgrounds.

Our PlayShaper®, Smart Play®, Weevos® and PlaySense® playsystems support physical
and cognitive development by following standard learning curricula for infants, toddlers
and preschoolers. Of course, they’re also designed to meet the unique safety needs of
these age groups. Then we go a step further, ensuring that they minimize the total cost of
ownership for you while maximizing the experience for kids.
The great range of playsystems we offer can accommodate play spaces and budgets of
any size. Look to your local Landscape Structures playground consultant to provide you
with expert, personal guidance as you search for the perfect play solution.
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PlayShaper

®

6 to 23 Months

O

ur play products are designed to encourage infants and toddlers to engage in
new experiences as they learn how to control and move their bodies. Sized just right
for little ones who are beginning to crawl and walk, they’ll discover how to do things for
themselves while exploring on their own or playing with others.
The youngest playground adventurers need play components that are proportioned for
their smaller hands and feet, especially as they learn about the location of objects and
object permanence. Ground-level events like panels, tunnels and our infant slide offer
safe access, and 6˝ deck height increments provide just the right amount of challenge.

Don’t forget to consider site furnishings and shade products—everyone likes to take a break out
of the sun now and again.
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PlayShaper Designs
®

6 to 23 Months

Design No. 3572

Infant Maze Design No. 956

Design No. 3621

Snack Shack Design No. 2382

Design No. 3591
Imagination Station Design No. 3580
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PlayShaper Components
®

6 to 23 Months

Marble Panel® #173572

Color Splash Panel™ #177713

Chimes Panel #113211
Infant Slide #166076

Bead and Block Panel #111370

Xylofun Panel® #173570

Critter Canyon #137966
Tracing Panel #111290

Pilot Panel #119515
With steering wheel infill
#111306

Offset Crawl Tunnel #139268
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Freestanding
6 to 23 Months

W

ant to enhance a new or existing play area? Need to accommodate a small space?
Freestanding play events are an affordable way to bring more fun to your playground.
Encourage infants and toddlers to explore new skills with classic activities like sand play,
balancing and swinging. These standalone favorites will add timeless value to your space.

Infant Balance Bar #175950

There are many swing
and frame configurations
to choose from. See your
Landscape Structures
playground consultant for
more information.

Infant and Toddler Swings

Turtle Sand Table #116568

Sensory Play Center Color Splash Panel #177715
TM

Sensory Play Center Marble Panel
#168662
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Smart Play

®

T

6 to 23 Months

hese smart playstructures will take kids from early crawling exploration on up to
active climbing and social play. This line packs a lot of activities into compact structures
and helps span a critical period of childhood development, making them ideal for
childcare, early learning centers and neighborhood playgrounds.
With guidance from the National Head Start Association and Too Small to Fail, we have
created a range of developmentally appropriate activities for several of the Smart Play
playstructures, including literacy prompts designed to engage children and adults in
language-rich conversations.

Nook

Sized just right for little crawlers and early walkers ages 6 to 23 months, this whimsical playstructure
offers plenty of colorful activities to capture young ones’ attention. Whether they’re playing inside the house or
outside, the intentional sightlines let you keep your eye on them at all times. A balance rail along the white picket
fence encourages early standing and walking. #223856

When adults and children play together, language-rich interactions can support children’s
early brain and language development. Smart Play® activities and messaging, developed
with guidance from the National Head Start Association and Too Small to Fail, can prompt
adult-child conversations and support whole-child learning across key developmental
domains. They include literacy, math, science, nature, social-emotional development,
nutrition and physical activity.
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Smart Play

®

2 to 5 Years
Loft

A little bigger, a little more challenging and a whole lot of fun for ages 2 to 5. Handrails lead them up
the steps and into a world of imaginary play, with a built-in find-it game, language prompts and learning activities
connected to early childhood curriculum goals, lower level clubhouse and so much more. You’ll find plenty of
interactive elements to engage developing minds and bodies. #223857
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Smart Play

®

2 to 5 Years
Fire Station

Kids can take control at the wheel, pat Sparky the friendly fire dog or slide on down to
their next adventure. They’ll enjoy lots of activities that teach young ones about fire safety and helping others, including
an object find game, engine gear shift and a fun mirror that shows them how they’d look in uniform.
#233073 ASTM/CSA #238233 EN

Market Cafe

This farmers market and cafe lets little ones take turns placing meal orders, dining
with friends and learning about yummy food choices while describing their meal. Kids can develop language skills
by naming the fruits and vegetables in the stand, play store or zoom down the slide to another activity.
#233075 ASTM/CSA #238356 EN
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Smart Play

®

2 to 5 Years
Put Two Together!

Connect two with an elevated crawl tunnel to enhance the imaginative fun

and physical activity levels.

Loft + Market Cafe
#233079 ASTM/CSA #237303 EN

Loft + Fire Station #233077 ASTM/CSA #237302 EN
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Fire Station + Market Cafe
#233081 ASTM/CSA #237304 EN

Smart Play

®

2 to 5 Years
Experience the Centre!

Combine the Loft, Fire Station and Market Cafe to create a whole

village of play potential. #233083 ASTM/CSA #237305 EN
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Smart Play

®

2 to 5 Years
Motion

Sixteen activities engage and delight, including cut-out shapes to peek through, a winding race car
track, interactive sand shoot or play table, bongos and ring-a-bells, and geometric shape-and-fit games. #197057
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Smart Play

®

2 to 5 Years
Cube

A total of 14 interactive play events build cognitive and motor skills for plenty of toddlers and
preschoolers. Its compact footprint fits tight spaces and tight budgets. #205160
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PlayShaper

®

2 to 5 Years

P

layShaper® playstructures encourage growing youngsters to become independent,
inquisitive learners, gain confidence in their physical skills, and form positive relationships
with peers and adults. Scaled for preschoolers, these imaginative playsystems offer
age-appropriate challenges that help them build physical strength, flexibility, balance
and dexterity—all in a day’s play.
Let curious young minds go exploring on a PlayShaper playstructure. Colorful learning
panels encourage creativity while increasing alphabet knowledge, familiarity with
numbers and math, and the exploration of colors, shapes and patterns. Along the way,
kids participate in cooperative play, dramatic play and imitation as they learn the social
skills needed for community life.
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PlayShaper Designs
®

2 to 5 years

ToddlerTown® Design No. 2006

Natural Explorer Design No. 2370
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PlayShaper Designs
®

2 to 5 years

Design No. 1556

Design No. 1630

Design No. 2631

Design No. 3055

Design No. 2358
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PlayShaper Components
®

2 to 5 years

90 Degree Crawl Tunnel #115409

Cozy ClimberTM #132023

Gear Panel #117147

Double Slide #132155

Rain Sound Wheel PanelTM
#177719

Talk Tubes
#115198

Curved
Slide
#123339

Ring-a-Bell PanelTM #159460
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PlayShaper Components
®

2 to 5 years

Balcony Deck #139260

ABC Climber #152432

Space Travel Panel #123484

Bongo Panel #164093

Block Climber
#135547
Freestanding
option available

Super-Square Shingle Roof #179239
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Talking is Teaching Playground Panels
6 months to 5 Years

W

e’re proud to partner with Too Small to Fail’s “Talking is
Teaching: Talk, Read, Sing” campaign. Together, we’re reaching
parents and caregivers to help them boost their children’s early
brain and language development through play and playgrounds.
With the Talking is Teaching playground panels, parents and caregivers can help their
children get ready for kindergarten and set them up for success in school and in life.
Talking is Teaching playground panels are available in both English and Spanish

Other Talking is
Teaching Topics:
•
•
•
•

Books
Bath Time
Cars
Bedtime

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clothes
Numbers
Letters
Hands and Feet
Rain
Night Time
Sunshine

•M
 oving Our
Bodies
• Art
• Farm
• Grandparents
• Hospital
• Music

•
•
•
•
•
•

Nature
Play
World
Castles
Under the Sea
Trains

To see the
entire library
of Talking
is Teaching
playground
panels, go to
playlsi.com
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Weevos

®

2 to 5 Years

T

he patented Weevos® playsystem captures the imagination of toddlers and preschoolers
as they learn to explore and develop. Unscripted play routes allow for more creative
and longer play that meets the unique physical, cognitive, sensory, emotional, social and
language needs of this age group. Best of all, Weevos offers a variety of design options
that will encourage preschoolers to explore, increase large and small muscle skills, and
make new friends.

U.S. Patent numbers 8,021,240, 8,366,562, 8,485,911 and 9,089,731
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Weevos Designs
®

2 to 5 Years

Design No. 3450

Design No. 3130

Design No. 3067

Design No. 3058

Design No. 3014

Design No. 2504
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Weevos Components
®

2 to 5 Years

Cozy Coaster® Slide #164174

Giggle Jiggler® Climber #164171

Swiggly Stix™ Bridge #173575

Wee Planet™ Climber #173573

Imagination Table #173582

Alphamaze and Labyrinth
Panel® #173576

Optigear Panel® #173578

Boppity Bridge® #164178
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PlaySense

®

2 to 5 Years

P

laySense® playsystems are the perfect choice when you are looking for lots of giggles
per dollar. With its preconfigured designs, PlaySense allows every community to have an
affordable playground that encourages imaginative physical activity, social growth and
cognitive development. Plus, the preconfigured designs are easy to order and install, and
feature all of our safety and quality standards.

Design No. 30EZ

Design No. 32EZ

Design No. 33EZ

Design No. 34EZ

Design No. 40EZ

Design No. 41EZ

There’s lots more to see at playlsi.com
playlsi.com 33
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U.S. Patent Numbers 9,734,808 and
9,773,482 and other patents pending

Rhapsody
Outdoor Musical Instruments
®

2 to 5 Years

L

ittle ones can enjoy the same great sound as our original line, but now the instruments
are a bit smaller and lower to the ground—right at their level. Rhapsody Outdoor Musical
Instruments can be placed together for jamming, or spread out individually. Their solo
sounds are just as beautiful as when they are combined together.

Warble® Chimes #228214

DittyTM Metallophone #228212

Kettle Junior Drum #228217

Jingle® Metallophone #228213

Kundu Junior Drum #228218

Goblet Junior Drum #228215
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Freestanding Play
2 to 5 Years

A

dd fun and excitement with freestanding play events that allow kids to explore in
all of their senses. Incorporate these playground favorites—activity panels, spinners,
ride-on play events and tunnels—into new playground designs or as affordable add-ons
to an existing playground. They’re ideal for small spaces, too. There’s lots more to see at
playlsi.com.

Clear Paint Panel #112621

Cozy Dome® #168099

Sandbox #120458

Splash Circuit™ Sand and Water Station #126202
Dino Climber #100122
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Saddle Spinner #152179

OmniSpin® Spinner #173591

We-saw™ #186490

Sheep Seesaw #178484
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DigiRiders

TM

B

ounce into color with these fun spring riders. DigiFuse® artwork creates an experience
that excites the eyes and body. With long-lasting durability, we offer a variety of DigiRiders
to fit any environment.

Police Car #233053

Fire Engine #233054

Tractor #233056

Chicken #233061

Bear #233059

Butterfly #233067

Dinosaur #233058

Horse #233060

Rocket Ship #233055
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Nature-Inspired Concrete
2 to 5 Years

M

ade of hand-painted concrete for a realistic look and texture, our nature-inspired
concrete components combine the adventure and wonder of nature with the durability,
safety and low maintenance of high-quality equipment.

Log Crawl Tunnel #173594

Fossil Digs
#170791-3

Log Balance Beam #173596

Facet Forms
TM

Kids will be drawn to this collection of modular forms that invite age-appropriate
climbing and exploring. Made from concrete, these cool and contemporary-looking structures will stand up to
years of rugged activity.

Steppers Three sizes of steppers can
provide a graduated climb, or locate them
throughout the playground.
#237103, #237104, #237105

Balance Beam Great for practicing balance
and agility. Can be placed as a single, double
or triple configuration. #237934

Tunnel Run through, play hide-and-seek or simply gather with
friends. #237935
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Custom Trike Tracks
2 to 5 Years

T

rike Tracks add lots of play value and fun to playgrounds at preschools and childcare
facilities. Various freestanding play components can be positioned alongside the track to
offer points where kids ages 2 to 5 will stop for a play break. Even more, activity panels
and small play structures can be personalized to mimic traffic signs, gas stations, rest
areas or other familiar landmarks unique to your area.

Trike Tunnel

Custom Trike Signs

Trike Track Rest Stop

Trike Track
Gas Station and
Drive-Thru

Trike Track Area
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Custom

I

f you have a specific vision or theme in mind, we can work closely with you to turn
it into playful reality. Custom can be anything from unique signage to extravagant
creatures—and everything in between.
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Custom
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Partnerships, Warranty
and Standards
Landscape Structures is proud to partner with many great organizations who are
committed to furthering early childhood development and providing opportunities
for families to play in their communities.
Too Small to Fail, a joint initiative of the Clinton Foundation and
The Opportunity Institute, is leading a public awareness and action
campaign to promote the importance of early brain and language
development and to empower parents with tools to talk, read and
sing with their young children from birth.
The YMCA of the USA programs, services and initiatives focus on
youth development, healthy living and social responsibility.
The JCC Association works to strengthen the capacity of its
affiliates, to enhance the lives of children of all ages and
backgrounds.
National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP) is
dedicated to leading the advocacy and support for principals and
other education leaders in the commitment to all children.
The Kiwanis family partners with Landscape Structures, to bring
playgrounds to communities around the world, especially on its
signature day of service: Kiwanis One Day.
You have our word. More than just a contract, our warranty is our personal commitment that
you’ll be satisfied with your purchase now and well into the future. As an employee-owned
company, we take great pride in the quality of everything we make. And we’re so confident that
you’ll be delighted with your purchase that we back our products with the most comprehensive
long-term warranties in the industry. It’s just one more way that we show how much we care
about our customers and communities.
No one sets the bar higher. We’re proud to lead the way and promote healthy lifestyles for children
and families, a cleaner environment and strong communities. We’re a founding member of the
International Play Equipment Manufacturers Association (IPEMA™), an organization that ensures
quality and safety for all playground equipment. In addition, we are certified to both ISO 9001:2015
and ISO 14001:2015 standards, which help ensure that all of our products are safe for children and
the environment, and that our equipment is consistently manufactured to the highest-quality
standards. In fact, we were the first North American playground equipment manufacturer to be
ISO 14001 certified.
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Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment
in the world. Our employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that encourage kids of all ages
and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and empathy through play. We push the
limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no limit to what they can do today and in the future.
For a better tomorrow, we play today.
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